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Noninterpolatory Integration Rules for

Cauchy Principal Value Integrals

By P. Rabinowitz*and D. S. Lubinsky**

Dedicated to the memory of Peter Henrici

Abstract. Let w(x) be an admissible weight on [-1,1] and let {p„(x)}g° be its associ-

ated sequence of orthonormal polynomials. We study the convergence of noninterpola-

tory integration rules for approximating Cauchy principal value integrals

(sjiííláx,      Ae(-i,i).-£■

This requires investigation of the convergence of the expansion

oo

/(/¡A)~ J^(/.Pfc)9*(A).        A €(-1,1),
k=0

in terms of the functions of the second kind {qkW}çf associated with w, where

fl i"1 Pk(x)
(f,Pk)-=        ui(x)f(x)pk(x)dx     and     qk(X) := -j-    w(x)——dx,

fe = 0,l,2,...,A6(-l,l).

1. Introduction. In the third volume of his monumental work, Applied and

Computational Complex Analysis, Henrici [8, pp. 139-142] gave an algorithm for

the numerical evaluation of Cauchy principal value (CPV) integrals. This algorithm

was presented in a more explicit form in a recent paper, by one of the authors [15].

In neither case were convergence questions considered. In this paper, we shall

analyze the convergence questions arising from the use of this algorithm.

Consider the CPV integral of the form

(1) /(/; A) := -f   w(x)^-dx,        -1< X < 1,
7-1 x -X

where w is an admissible weight function, w € SÍ, that is, w(x) is nonnegative and

integrable in [-1,1] and

(2) m0 := /    w(x)dx > 0.:= /    w(i
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For such w, there exist sequences of orthonormal polynomials

(3) {Pn(x) := pn(w, x) := knxn H-, kn > 0},

with respect to the inner product

(4) (f,g):=l    w(x)f(x)g(x)dx,

satisfying a three-term recurrence relation

(5) xpn(x) = an+ipn+i(x) + ßn+iPn(x) + anpn-i(x),        n = 0,1,2,...,

where
an:=kn-i/kn,    n > 1;        ßn+i := (xpn,pn),    n>0,

— 1/2
p_i(x) = 0     and    po(x) = ko = m0

If we define qn(X), the function of the second kind, by

(6) qn(X):=qn(w,X):=I(pn;X):=-f   w(x)^¡dx,        -I < X < 1,
7-1 x-X

then the qn(X) satisfy the same recurrence relation as the {pn(x)}, namely

(7) Xqn(X) = an+iqn+i(X) + ßn+iqn(X) + anqn-i(X),        n = 0,1,2,...,

with starting values q~i(X) = —1, qo(X) = I(po', A) and ao := m0   ■ If we denote

by

(8) ak:=(f,Pk)

the Fourier coefficient of pk(x) in the formal expansion of f(x),

(9) /(x)~£afcpfc(x),

fc=0

then we can write a formal expansion for /(/; X) in terms of the qn(X),

oo

(10) J(/;A)~£>fc9fc(A).
fc=0

Hence, an approximation to /(/; X) will be given by the truncated sum

N

(11) SN(f;X):= J2°-kQk(X).
k=o

If we now have a sequence of integration rules

(12) Qm(9) -=^2wimg(xim),
t=i

which converges to

(13) 1(g) := j   w(x)g(x)dx

for all g e C[-l, 1] or all g e R[—l, 1], the space of bounded Riemann integrable

functions on [—1,1], and if we approximate the Fourier coefficients ak by

(14) ofcm := Qm(fpk),
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then, in general, we obtain a noninterpolatory integration rule for I(f;X), namely

N

(15) Qm(f;X):=J2akrnqk(X).
fc=0

The approximations Qm(f; X) can be evaluated in a stable manner using backward

recursion by the algorithm given in [15], provided that we have the value of qo(X).

We can also express Q%(f;X) in a Lagrangian form that is more useful in the

numerical solution of integral equations:

m

(16) Qm(f;X) = ¿2w»m(X)f(xirn),

where the weights

N

(17) ■w^m(X):=wim'^2pk(xim)(lk(X),        i = l,2,...,m,
k=0

can also be evaluated in a stable manner by the backward recursion algorithm [15].

As indicated above, this general approach to the numerical evaluation of CPV

integrals appears in Henrici [8, pp. 139-142]. However, there is no discussion there

of convergence or of the integration rules Qm(g). In fact, it is precisely the freedom

in the choice of these rules, subject only to the condition that they converge to

1(g) for all g e C[-l, 1] or all g e R[-l, 1], that affords this method for evaluating

CPV integrals considerable interest. Thus, if / is well behaved in most of the

interval [-1,1], but is irregular over a small subinterval [a, b] C [—1,1], then we can

concentrate most of our integration points x¿m in [a, b].

This was also done by Gerasoulis [7] using a different approach, and the results he

achieved were a considerable improvement over those achieved using a conventional

spacing of integration points. There have been many approaches to noninterpola-

tory integration of CPV integrals [4], [14], [17], but these two are the only ones that

cater to the situation indicated above.

In Section 2, we state and prove Theorems 1 to 5, which deal with convergence

of 5tv(/;A) to I(f;X). In Section 3, we state and prove Theorems 6 to 8, which

deal with the convergence of Qm(f;X) to I(f;X) as m and N —► oo. It turns out

that in the general case we shall be able to prove convergence only for the iterated

limit

(18) Jim    lim Qm(f;X).
N—>oo m—»oo

In fact, we shall show that we cannot in general expect convergence of the double

limit. However, in certain cases where we can convert the double limit to a single

limit in which m depends on N in some specific manner, we shall again be able to

prove convergence. A similar approach was used by Dagnino [3] in studying the

convergence of noninterpolatory product integration rules.

2. Convergence Results for Sjv(/; A). Before we can study the convergence

of Qm(f; X) to I(f;X), we must establish the convergence of S^(f;X) to I(f;X).

To this end, we shall use the methods presented in Natanson [11] and Freud [5] for
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proving convergence of orthonormal expansions. Since the proofs in [11] depend on

the Christoffel-Darboux formula

na\ V*« ¡~\n (.a    ~     PN+i(x)PN(y) - pN(x)pN+i(y)(19) 2^,Pk(x)pk(y) = aw+i-——-,
fc=o x    y

we shall first establish an analogous formula for the sum

N

(20) KN(x,X):=J2Pk(x)qk(X).
k=0

Throughout, C, Ci, C2,..., and B, B\, B2,... denote positive constants indepen-

dent of N, m, x and A.

LEMMA 1. Let {pn}o° be a sequence of orthonormal polynomials on [—1,1],

with respect to w esrf', and let qn(X) := I(pn', X), n = 1,2,3,..., exist for a given

A €(-1,1). Then, for N = 1,2,3,...,

(21) K  (x A) = 0lN+1^PN+1^qN^ ~ Pu(x)qN+i(X)} + 1

X       À

Proof. We have from (5) and (7) that for k = 0,1,2,...,

(22) xpk(x) = afc+ipfc+i(x) + ßk+ipk(x) + cvfcpfc_i(x),

and

(23) Xqk(X) = ak+iqk+i(X) + ßk+iqkW + ctkQk-iW-

Multiply (22) by qk(X) and multiply (23) by Pfc(x); then subtract the two and sum

from k = 0 to N. This yields

(x - X)KN(x, X) = aN+i{pN+i(x)qN(X) - pN(x)qN+i(X)}

- a0{po(x)q-i(X) - p-i(x)q0(X)}.

1 /9
Since p_i(x) = 0, <7-i(A) = —1 and ao = m0    = 1/po, (21) follows.     D

COROLLARY 1.   The sum Kn(x,X) can also be written as

Kn(x,X)

(pN+i(x)(qN(X) - qN(x)) - pN(x)(qN+i(X) - qN+í(x)) \

(25) =a"+1t-x^Ä-/

Í Qn+iW(pnW - Pn(x)) - qNW(Pw+iW ~ Pn+i(x)) \
= aN+1{-—x-}•

Proof. If we set x = A in (24), we find that

aN+i{pN+i(x)qN(x) ~PN(x)qN+i(x)}

= -1 = aN+i{pN+i(X)qN(X) -pN(X)qN+i(X)}.

Substituting into (21) yields (25).     D

Before proving some convergence theorems for 5jv(/;A), we recall some defini-

tions and results connected with the existence of /(/; A) [1]. We say that a function

/ is of Dini type on an interval I of length /(/), and write / e DT(I), if

fi(i)
(26) /       w/(/;í)í_1d<<oo,

Jo
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where w/(/; t) is the ordinary modulus of continuity of / on I, defined by

(27) Mf;t):=   sup   |/(x)-/(y)|,        t > 0.
\x-y\<t
x,yel

Obviously, if / e DT(I), then / e C(I). Furthermore, it can easily be shown that

if / e DT(I), then / satisfies the Dini-Lipschitz condition on I, that is

(28) lim w/(/;í)logf = 0.

Finally, it is well known that if A € (—1,1) and if for some small enough e > 0,

f eDT(X-s,X + e)f)R[-l,l} and w e DT(X - s, A + e)nj/, then /(/; A) exists.

Hence, to ensure the existence of /(/; A) for all A G (—1,1), it is sufficient to require

that / e R[-l, 1] and w e sf belong to DT(-1,1).

We are now ready to prove some convergence results about Sn (/; A) correspond-

ing to the convergence theorems for orthonormal expansions in [11]. As usual, for

wej/ and 0 < p < oo, we let

(29) Lp,w := I g: [—1,1] —► R|<7 is measurable and /    w(x)\g(x)\pdx < oo >.

THEOREM 1.  Assume that for some X e (-1,1), I(f;X) exists, that

(30) sup|gfc(A)| <5<oo,
k

and that

(31) <px(x):=(f(x)-f(X))/(x-X),        i€[-l,l],

belongs to L2<w. Then

(32) lim SN(f;X) = I(f;X).
N—KX>

Proof. Multiply (21) by tu(x)(/(x) - /(A)) and integrate between -1 and 1. We

obtain

SN(f;X)-f(X)q0(X)/Po

= aN+i{cN+iqN(X) - cNqN+i(X)} + /(/; A) - f(X)q0(X)/pQ,

where ck := (<p\,pk) is the kth Fourier coefficient of <p\ with respect to pk. Since

<Px e L2iW, Ck -* 0 as k —► oo. Hence, since ajy+i < 1 [5, p. 41], while (30) holds,

we obtain (32).     D

An important special case of this theorem is that of the generalized smooth Jacobi

weight (we write w e GSJ), studied by Nevai [13, p. 673], among others. It is defined

by

m+l

(34) w(x):=i>(x) JI \z-tj\v,        x€[-l,l],
3=0

where m > 0, -1 = ío < íi < • • • < tm < tm+i = 1, ij > —1, j = 0,1,2,...,m + l,

il> e DT(-1,1) and i¡>(x) > 0 in [-1,1]. Clearly, if

(35) ^:=[-l,l]\{í0,íi,...,íro+i},

then w e Sf n DT(3), so that if A e 3¡ and / € DT(X - e, X + e) n R[-l, 1] for

some s > 0, then /(/; A) exists. Furthermore, Criscuolo and Mastroianni [2] have

shown that if w e GSJ, then (30) holds for A e 3¡, and uniformly in any closed
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subset of 3¡. Hence, we have the following corollary:

COROLLARY 2. If w e GSJ and f e DT(X - e, X + e) f~l R[-l, 1] for some

Xe3¡ and some small enough e > 0, while tp\ G L2tW, then (32) holds.

In the sequel, we use the norm ||/|| := maxj-x^] |/(x)| for any / G C[—1,1].

THEOREM 2.   If (30) holds for some X e (-1,1), if

(36) sup||pfc(x)|| <oo,
k

and if<p\ € LitW, then (32) holds.

Proof. By Theorem 3 in [11, p. 69], the Fourier coefficients ck of tp\ (defined by

(31)) converge to 0 as k —» oo under the hypotheses of the theorem. Furthermore,

since ipx e LitW, I(f; X) exists, as shown by the identity

(37) /(/;A)= I   w(x)<px(x)dx + f(X)qo(X)/p0-

Hence (32) follows from (33).     D

COROLLARY 3. Assume that w e GSJ, where 70, lm+i < -l/2 and 7,- < 0,

j = 1,2,... ,m. Further assume that X e2>', and that <p\ G L\tW. Then (32) holds.

Proof. By Nevai [13, p. 674, (16)], there exists C > 0 such that for x G [-1,1]

and ifc = 1,2,3,...,

(38) Mx^CÍMxXl-x2)1/2]-1/2-^!}.

Hence, under the hypotheses of the corollary, (36) is true. Furthermore, as above,

(30) is true for all A G 2. Hence, by Theorem 2, (32) holds.      D

Theorems 1 and 2 are of a local nature, since they depend on the behavior of

the Fourier coefficients ck of <p\(x). The following is a global theorem, and its

proof requires much more delicate analysis. The proof is modelled on the proof of

Theorem 2 in [11, p. 95].

THEOREM 3. If f e DT[-1,1] and w e GSJ, then (32) holds uniformly for X

in each compact subset of 3>'.

Proof. We first remark that /(/; A) exists for all A G 3¡ and that / satisfies the

Dini-Lipschitz condition (28) on J := [—1,1]. We shall start by proving that

»w--=f\(39) LN(X):=       w(x)\KN(x,X)\dx,

is 0(logN), uniformly in a given compact subset J? of 3¡. We first establish this

bound for the case m = 0 in (34), that is when w(x) has no zeros or infinities in

(—1,1). To this end, we write L/v(A) as the sum of five integrals

/-l+h/2 rX-l/N rX+l/N rl-h/2 rl

+       +       +/     +/
-1 J-l+h/2      Jx-l/N        Jx+l/N       Jl-h/2

=: Ii+I2+h + I4+ h
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and choose N sufficiently large so that [A - 1/N, X + 1/N] C 2 for all A G ̂  and

choose h > 0 so small that 3? C [—1 + h,l — h}. We consider first h and use (21)

for KN(x,X). Now, for x G [-1, -1 + h/2] and A G 3?, |x - A| > h/2. Further,

since (30) holds uniformly for A G 3t', since a;v+i < 1, and since

/    w(x)|pfc(x)|dx < < I    iy(x)dx>      < /    w(x)p\(x)dx\

= I /    w(x) dx >     ,

1/2  (   rl -, 1/2

1/2

^\dx
lx+1/N X- X

it follows that h = 0(1). Similarly, h = 0(1). For x G [A + 1/TV, 1 - h/2], it
follows from (38) and the fact that (30) holds uniformly for A G 3t', that

|tfN(.r,A)|<C/|x-A|,

where C is independent of N, x and A. Hence,

7'Jx+

„  f1 I w(x) - w(X)    , ,,.  Z"1 dx        _,,     ,.,
^/    \      t     \        dx + w(X) =0(logN).

J-i\      x- X Jx+i/N x- X

Similarly, I2 = 0(\ogN). Finally, since

\Kn(x,X)\ < (JV + l)8up|pjfc(x)|Bup|9*(A)|,
k k

we obtain 1$ = 0(1). Combining these estimates, we obtain

(40) suplLjvMI^CilogTV,

for some Ci independent of TV. For the general case, we let h be the distance of

3? from the set T := {io,h,...,£m+i} and denote by U the subset of [—1,1] such

that the distance of T to U is at most h/2. As before, we can show that

/ w(x)\KN(x,X)\dx = 0(l),
Ju

and that

f   w(x)\KN(x,X)\dx = 0(\ogN),
JvN

where V)v := [-1,1]\([A - 1/N, X + 1/N] U Í7). If we choose TV large enough so that

1/N < h, we obtain (40).

Next, let PJ^ be the polynomial of best approximation to / in the uniform norm,

let tn := / — Pff, and let Eu(f) ■= \\rN\\- Since / satisfies (28) on J, it follows

from Jackson's Theorems that

(41) lim £N(/)log/V = 0.
N—»oo

Now, for any g G C[—1,1], we have

\SN(g;X)\ = \(g,KN(x,X))\ <\\g\\LN(X).
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Hence, uniformly for A G 3t', we have from (40) and (41),

Since

we have

lim  |SN(rjv;A)|=0.
N—>oo

I(P¿;X) = SN(P*N;X),

/(/; A) - SN(f; X) = I(rN; X) - SN(rN; A),

and it thus remains to show that

lim  \I(rN;X)\ = 0.
N—»oo

Now

I(rN;X) = /    w(x)

= /    w(x)

rN(x) -rN(X)

x-X

rN(x)-rN(X)

x-X

dx + rN(X)q0(X)/po

dx + o(l).

Furthermore, as in [1],

J-l X-X J_i JX-l/N        JX+1

=: Ji + J2 + Jz-

Here
-X-l/N

Ji\ < 2EN(f) / r-Hl^ = EN(f)0(logN) = o(l)     as TV -> oo.
J-i        \x-X\|x-A|

Similarly, Jz = o(l) as TV —» oo. Finally,

/
MI\ix)rjM^Wdz

X-l/N x — X

-Lx+1/N„..,„J(x)-fM

X-l/N

w(x)
x-X

dx
X+1/N..,^P*N(x)-PnWf

- I w(x)
Jx-l/N x — X

dx.

Since / G DT[—1,1], the first integral on the right-hand side is o(l). As for the

second integral, we have from [9] that

|P¿(x)-P¿(A)|

x — A
< max{\P$(t)\: t G [A - 1/TV, A + 1/TV]}

<CNu(f;l/N).

Hence

L
X+l/N

X-l/N

w(x)
P*N(x)-P*N(X)

x-X
dx

< 2Cu(f; 1/TV) max{w(x) : x G [A - 1/TV, A + 1/TV]}

—► 0     as TV —> oo,

since w(x) is uniformly bounded above for A G 3f and TV large enough.   This

completes our proof.     D

Remark. Theorem 3 is similar to Theorem 2.2 in [1]. By following the proof of

Theorem 3, we can prove a result similar to Theorem 2.1 in [1], namely, that if /

satisfies (28) on J, if w G GSJ, and if for some X e 2, I(f; X) exists, then (32)
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holds. The proof of Theorem 3 holds in this case too, except that we must show

that
rX+1/N...,.J(*)-fWI-Á + 1/JS

JN := w(x)J-^1—Y^-dx = o(l),        TV-»• oo.
Jx-l/N X-X

Since

Jo:= i   w(x)f{x) ~ {(A) dx = /(/; A) - /(A)J(l; A),
7-1 x-X

and both /(/; A) and 7(1; A) exist, it follows that Jo exists. Hence J/v = o(l), and

the proof is complete.     D

We now give some additional conditions for (32) to hold, which impose less

restrictions on the weight function w G s/, but require more smoothness of /. To

this end, we first prove a lemma:

LEMMA 2.  Let w esrf, and assume that for some X G (—1,1),

1 \w(x) -w(X)

x — X
dx < oo,(42) r(A):=/_,

while for some positive e, Bi and B2

(43) Bi < w(x) < B2       for |x - A| < 2e.

Then there exists a constant Bz > 0 such that

n-l

(44) Tn-i(X):=^2q2k(X)<Bzn,        n = 1,2,3,....
fc=0

IfY(X) is uniformly bounded and (43) holds uniformly for X G [a—e, b+e] C [—1,1],

then (44) holds uniformly for X G [a, b].

Proof. We first establish the following analogue of the Christoffel function ex-

tremum problem, noting that in essence, it is contained in [6]: Defining

(45) pnKA):=inf|(/^)))2:PG^n-1,/(P;A)/0J,

where íPm denotes the set of all polynomials of degree < m, we have

(46) pn(w;X) = l/Tn.1(X).

To see this, we note that for any P G £Pn-i, we can write

n-l

p(x) = ^2akPk(x),     where Ofc := (P,pk), k = 0,1,2,...n-1.
k=0

Hence

|/(P;A)| =
n-l

^2 akQkW
fc=0

'n-l 1/2

< 5>n  {Tn.i(x)}V2
.fc=0

= {/(p2)}l/2{Tn_i(A)}l/2)

so that

PnKA)>i/rn_x(A).
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On the other hand,
n-l

P(x):=J2Pk(x)qkWe&n-i,
fc=o

and satisfies

I(P;X) = Tn-i(X) = I(P2).

Then (46) follows.

We now use (46) to prove (44). Choose e such that [A - 2e, X + 2s] C [-1,1].

Now for any P G ̂ n-i!

|/(f;A)| / P(x)
J\X-X\<E

w(x) -w(X)

x — A
dx + w(A)/J\x-|l-A|<£

P(x)

x-X
dx

(47)

<T(A)   max   |P(i)| + «;(A)
\x-X\<e

+1
T\x-X\<e X -

x-X\>e

w(x)P(x)

x-X
dx

+ e~1I(\P\).

Next, let x be the characteristic function of [A — e, A 4- e], that is, x(x) '■= 1 in

[A - e, X + e] and \(x) := 0 elsewhere. We have from (45),

2

(48) -f ^\dx    ^^(xiA)"1/ P2(x)dx
J\x-X\<eX- A J\x-X\<e

<B^Pn(xA)-1   Í P2(x)w(x)dx<B^Pn(x;X)-1I(P2)-
J\x-X\<e

Furthermore, by standard estimates for Christoffel functions for the Legendre weight

(cf. [12]),

rX+2e

(49) max (P(x))2 < Cn / P2(t)dt < CnB±lI(P2).
\x-X\<e Jx-2e

Combining (47), (48) and (49), and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we obtain

|/(P; A)| < 734{n1/2r(A) + p-^2(x; X) + 1}I(P2)1'2.

But
n-l

Pn(X,y)~1 = Y,'ik^X^B^
k=0

since qk(x', A) is the function of the second kind associated with the Legendre weight

shifted to [A - e, A + e], so that qk(x', A) = 0(1). Hence

[/(PiA^ßen1/2/^2)1/2,

so that

l/Tn-i(X) = pn(w;X)>B7/n.

If the assumptions on A hold uniformly in [a — e, b + e], it is not difficult to modify

the proof to hold uniformly in [a, b].     D

We now prove the analogue of Theorem IV. 1.2 in Freud [5, p. 139].
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THEOREM 4.   Let w e Sf and assume that for some X G (—1,1), (42) holds,

while (43) holds for some positive e, Bi and B2. Define for n = 1,2,3,...,

(50) En2\f;w) :=   inf (/- P, f-P)1'2.

Therij if

(51) £/in2)(/;W)n-1/2<oo,

n=l

(32) holds. IfY(X) is uniformly bounded for X G [a - e, b + e] C [—1,1], while (43)
holds uniformly for X G [o - e, b + s], then (32) holds uniformly in [a, b].

Proof. First recall the notation (8). For any positive integer m,

jm+l (     2m + 1 ^ (     2m+1 ^

¿2  \*kQkW\<{   £  ai\    i   ¿2 ilw
k=2m + l I fc=2m + l       J ( fc=2m+l

xi/a (2m+i \h

k=0

1/2

^(/;«)] E^W
fc=0

<c42m}(/;U;)2m/2,

where the last inequality follows from (44).    Since Ek   (f;w) is nonincreasing

with k,

!2m2_m+1     £    Ek\fM
fc=2">-i+l

= 2i-m/2      J-      E^(f;w)<2      £      Ei2\f;w)k-V2.
fc = 2m-l+1 fc=2m-1+l

Hence,

oo oo 2m oo

!>*<Z*(A)I=£       £      \akqk(X)\<Bj2E{k2)(f;w)k-1/2.    □
fc=2 m=lfc=2m-1 + l fc=l

The next theorem is the analogue of Theorem IV.1.3 in Freud [5, p. 140].

THEOREM  5.  Let w and X be as in Theorem 4.   Let f G C[-l, 1] and for

J := [—1,1], suppose that wj(f;6) satisfies for some n > 0,

(52) lim wJ(/;f5)¿-1/2|log¿|1+"=0.

Then (32) holds. IfY(X) is uniformly bounded for X G [a — e, b + e] C [—1,1], while

(43) holds uniformly for X G [a — e, b + e], then (32) holds uniformly in [a, b].

Proof. By Jackson's Theorem,

E(2)(f;w) < Biwj(f;k-1) < ^¿T^llog*!"1-".    D
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3. Convergence Results for Qm(f;X). We are now ready to prove our con-

vergence theorems for Qm(f;X). First a result on the iterated limit.

THEOREM 6. Assume that f e R[-l,l], thatI(f;X) exists and that w G stf and

X e [—1,1] are such that (32) holds. Let {Qm())m=i be a sequence of integration

rules such that for all g G R[—l, 1],

lim Qm(g) = 1(g).
m—►oo

Then

(53) lim    lim Qm(f;X) = I(f;X).
N—»oo m—»oo

Proof. It suffices to show that for each fixed TV,

lim Qm(f;X) = SN(f;X),

since
oo

I(f;X) = SN(f;X)+   £   akqk(X) = SN(f;X) + o(l).
k=N+l

For fixed TV, we choose m sufficiently large so that

\akm-ak\<£ max  kfc(A)|/(TV + l),        k = 0,1,2,...,TV,
0<k<N

yielding the theorem.     D

Even though we have convergence of the iterated limit (53), we cannot in gen-

eral have convergence of the double limit (that is the limit with m and TV —» oo

simultaneously), as illustrated by the following simple example:

Example 1. Let

w(x) := (1 - x2)'1/2     and     f(x) = 1,        xG(-l,l),

and let Qm() be the Gauss-Chebyshev rule

m        /

t=i    v

2i-l
COS —-7T

2m

Then, with TV = 2m, we have that

2m 2m

Qmm(/;A) = £Qm(/Pk)9*(A) = £Qm(P*)<Zfc(A).
k=0 fc=0

Since Qm(g) is exact for all g G â°2m-i,

Qm(Pk) = I(Pk) = /    w(x)pk(x) dx,        0 < k < 2m - 1,

so that

Qm(Po)=Po7T    and    Qm(pk) = 0,       k = 1,2,.. .,2m - 1.
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Furthermore,

Qm(P2m) = ^Z(l)        T**(«*^T*)
t=l   v    ' x '

m

= (27r)1/2m-1 £cos(2z - l)ir = -(27t)1/2.

t=i

Hence

Q2mri{f^)=^,2Qo(X)-(2^l2q2m(X).

But (see, for example, [8, p. 148])

<fo(A) = /(/;A) = 0,

so

Q2™(f;X)-I(f;X) = -(2w)V2q2m(X),

which does not go to zero for any nonzero A G (—1,1) as m —* oo, inasmuch as

?2m(A) = (2/n)1^2U2m+i(X), where U2m+i(X) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the

second kind of degree 2m + 1.

Example 1 shows that at least in general, converting the iterated limit to a single

limit does not lead to convergence. However, there are cases where this procedure

will work. One simple example occurs when m = TV + 1 and Qm() is the Gauss

integration rule with respect to w. In this case, it turns out that

(54) Q'N+1(f;X) = I(LN+i;X),

where ¿#+1 is the Lagrange interpolation polynomial of degree < TV interpolating

/ at the zeros of Pat+i. This follows since

N N

I(LN+i;X) = ^2(LN+i,pk)qk(X) = ^2QN+i(LN+iPk)qkW
,ccn fc=0 k=0
(55) N

= £QN+i(/p*)<7fc(A) = QJv+i(/;A)
k=0

(see, for example, [16, pp. 1250-1251]). Since it has been shown in [1] that for

w e GSJ,

Jim  I(LN+i,X) = I(f;X),
N—»oo

we have that for the sequence of Gauss rules {Qm()}m=i associated with w G GSJ,

lim Q%+i(f;X) = I(f;X).
TV—»oo

We can generalize this result to any sequence of integration rules {Qm(-)}m=i

that is ultimately exact for all polynomials, that is Qm(g) = 1(g) for all g G ¿Pn and

all m > m(n). A particular instance of this, that allows points to be concentrated

in regions where the behaviour of / is problematic, is rules exact for piecewise

polynomials of increasing degree.

In the general situation, if the weights wim and the points x¿m in a sequence of

rules {<2m(')}m=i are sucn that

m

(56) £K^(A)| = 0(logTV),
t=i
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if / G DT[-1,1] and if w G GSJ, then we have that

(57) lim Qm(2N)(f;X)=I(f;X).
AT—»oo v      '

Here m(2TV) denotes the least integer m such that Qm(g) — 1(g) for all g G ¿H°2n-

The proof follows standard lines, namely

(58) I(f;X) = I(P*N;X) + I(rN;X),

where, as above, P^ G &n is the polynomial of best approximation to / in the

uniform norm and r^ := / - P^. Since, by hypothesis, Qm(gpk) = I(gpk) for all

k < TV, all m > m(2TV) and all g G 3°n, it follows that

(59) Qm(f;X) = I(P^;X) + Qm(rN;X).

Hence

\I(f-, A) - Qm(f; X) < \I(rN; A)| + \Qm(rN; A)|
m

< \I(rN;X)\ + ¿2\v>LW\\\rN\\.
t=i

As in the proof of Theorem 3 above, /(r^; A) = o(l), and since / satisfies (28), the

second term is also o(l) from (56), proving (57).

What about conditions on Wim and x¿m that ensure (56)? We shall prove

LEMMA 3.   With the above notation, if

(60) him ■= Xt+l,m - xim < Ci/TV

for some Ci > 0, uniformly for all i and m > m(2N), while

(61) \wim\/w(xim) < C2(hi-itm + him),

then (56) holds whenever w G GSJ and Xe2.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3, we consider first the case m = 0 in (34),

and we decompose the sum on the left-hand side of (56) into five sums:

m

£km(A)i=   E  +    E    +    E
»=1 xim<-l+6      X-xim>2Ci/N      |iim-A|<2Ci/JV

xim>-l+6

*      E      +   E
xim-X>2Ci/N     xim>l-6

xim<l-6

=:E1+E2+E3+E4+E5>

where <5 is some sufficiently small positive number. Now by (17) and (21), and the

uniform boundedness of {çfc(A)}o°,

Ej   < (1 - S + A)-X0(1) E Vim{\PN(Xim)\ + |pN+l(Xim)|}

£0(1,£
1+S+d/N

w(x){\pN(x)\ + \pN+i(x)\}dx

(by Theorem 5 in [10, p. 534])

1/2

< 0(1) if   w(x)dx\      =0(1).
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Similarly, VJ5 = 0(1). Next,

E2=0(l)EKm|/(A-x,m)

fX-Ci/N
< 0(1) / dx/(A - x) = O(logTV),

by uniform boundedness of pjv, q^ and w. Similarly, VJ4 = O(logTV). Finally,

E3  = 0(1) E lW-l E \Pk(*im)QNW\
|iim-A|<2Ci/AT fc=0

= 0(1)(TV + 1)        E        I«'««!
|iim-A|<2Ci/N

= 0(1),

which proves the lemma for the case m = 0. For the general case, we enclose each

of the interior singularities of w in a small interval avoiding A and treat the Wim

associated with these intervals in the same manner as VJr     G

The assertion (57) is a special case of the following theorem:

THEOREM  7.   Suppose that for m = 1,2,3,..., the rule Qm() has precision

Km > Nm, that tm ■= min{TVm,7TTO - TVm} satisfies

(62) lim tm = oo,
m—»oo

and that

m

(63) QíW|<Clogim,       m = 1,2,3,....
i=i

Assume that f G C[-l, 1] satisfies (28) with I = [-1,1], that I(f;X) exists, that

qo(X) is finite and that w(x) is bounded above in a neighborhood of X. Then

(64) Jim Qm-(f;X) = I(f;X).

Proof. If Pe&>tm, then

Qmm(P;A) = J£tQm(Ppk)qk(X) = J2(P,Pk)QkW
k=0 fc=0

tm

= J2(P'Pk)ikW = i(P;X),

Nm N„,

k=0

since tm < TVm. Then, if Pm G ¿?tm IS the polynomial of best approximation to /

in the uniform norm, and if rm := f - Pm, then as above, for m sufficiently large
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so that [A - 1/tm, X + 1/tm] C [-1, 1],

|Qm"(/;A) - J(/;A)| = |Qm~(rm;A) - I(rm; X)\

\rm(x)\
III- A

<EKÏWI ||rm||+/ w(x)-
J\X-x\>l/tm

f w(x)rm(x)

J\X-x\<l/t

x-AI
dx

x — X

<Clogímw(/;í^) + Ci||rm||logí,

+

+

/J\X-x\<|A-*|<l/t„ x — A

/ w(x)P^-P^d
J\X-x\<l'|A-i|<l/t

■ km(A)|4
J\X-x\<l/t,

x — X

w(x)

x — X
dx

<o(l) + o(l) + o(l) + o(l) + o(l),

by the arguments used in the proof of Theorem 3 and the fact that w is bounded

above near A.     D

We conclude with an almost trivial theorem that gives necessary and sufficient

conditions for the convergence of a sequence of approximations {Qmm(f', A)}m=i-

It shows that we must choose TVm in such a way that Qm(fPk) is small for all k

large enough with k < TVm:

THEOREM 8.   Assume that for all g G Ä[-l, 1],

lim Qm(g) = i(g),
m—»oo

that I(f\X) exists and that (32) holds.   Then, given a sequence {(m,Nm}}m*=i of

pairs of positive integers with

lim  TVm = oo,
m—»oo

we have that

lim Qm~(/;A) = /(/;A)
m—»oo

if and only if for every e > 0 we can find a positive integer K such that for all large

enough m,

(65)

N„

E Qm(fPk)qk(X)
k=K

< e.

Proof. For any fixed J and all m large enough,

Nm oo

Qmm(/;A) - /(/;A) = Y,Q™(fPk)qk(X) - ¿2(f,Pk)qk(X)
k=0 fc=0

K-l

= ¿2{Qm(fPk)-(f,Pk)}qk(X)
k=0

oo Nm

- E(/'Pk)»(A)+ E Qm(fPk)qk(X).
k=K k=K
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Here, as in the proof of Theorem 6, the first term in this last right-hand side is o(l)

as to —► oo. Further, given e > 0, we can find a K such that the absolute value of

the second term in this last right-hand side is bounded above by e. Hence for to

large enough,

Nm

Qmm (/; A) - /(/; A) - E Qm(fPk)qk(X) < 2e,
k=K

which proves the theorem.
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